The word of the inventor of Smile Lite MDP : Prof. Louis Hardan

Trust the camera of your smartphone, attach it to SmileLite MDP2 and
start to explore the magnificent world of Mobile Dental Photography!

www.smileline.ch

Dear colleagues and friends,
In 2017, and after 5 years of serious work, SmileLite MDP was launched with a great
cooperation with Styleitaliano and Smile Line SA. The success was huge, dentists in all the
countries are using this device and a lot of lectures and workshops were made all over the
world especially in very well-known universities.
Documentation is very important and more than 90% of dentists worldwide don’t have any
solution for their pictures mainly due to the complexity of use of DSLR cameras, the time investment
their use requires and also because of the high price of the equipment.
SmileLite MDP was an easy solution for a big number of dentists and students because of the ease of use,
the immediacy, the comfort, the weight and finally because of the price. The advantage is also that it is
a device made by a dentist to be used by their colleagues, knowing the needs of everyday dentistry.
After 5 years success on the market, I am proud and very excited to introduce to you the new SmileLite
MDP2 which provides a new, modern, lighter, slimmer design with integrated handle and latest generation
daylight LEDs.
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SmileLite MDP2 is sticking to the philosophy of being a mini studio offering independent and dimmable
central light, lateral lights, with the new possibility of diffusing all the lights including the central one, with a
special diffuser, and the possibility to take polarized pictures with a special filter placed on the central light.
The secret of a successful photograph is to manage correctly the light and with SmileLite MDP2 you can take
all kind of intra oral and portrait pictures.
High quality pictures are so important in our daily practice, especially for documenting cases and
communicating with the lab technician and most important with our patients.
On this document, you can see some examples of the pictures that you can take with your smartphone and
SmileLite MDP2. With SmileLite MDP2 you will have the best management of light for smartphones cameras
that are evolving in an amazing way.
Wishing you a lot of pleasure at your first steps with Smile Lite MDP2 !
Sincerely,
Prof. Louis Hardan DDS, CES, DEA, PhD
Head Of Department Restorative and Esthetic Dentistry
Saint-Joseph University, Beirut

Z.I La Clef 5, 2610 St-Imier, Suisse
T +41 32 944 22 44 - F +41 32 944 22 45
mail@smileline.ch - www.smileline.ch

Description

N° Article

SMILE LITE MDP2 MASTER SET (picture)

#6700-MASTER

SMLIE LINE MDP2 BASIC SET (no pola/diffuser)

#6700-BASIC

A NEW ERA 
IN DENTAL 
PHOTOGRAPHY

EASY TO USE.
INSTANT RESULTS.
ACCESSORIES
Accessories warmly recommend
for a «full options» Smile Lite MDP2 :
Lateral Diffusers
Great for softening light and making surface texture
more prominent.
Polarizing Filter
Removes light reflection from the teeth and helps
to determine the shade and value. It also helps to see
the characterizations inside the tooth.

EXAMPLES OF THE AMAZING POSSIBILITIES WITH SMILE LITE MDP2 AND A SMARTPHONE :
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Smile Lite MDP2 is a plug & play device that is very
easy to use and that doesn’t need any special App,
calibration process or specific education. It will allow
you to drastically improve your results with the camera
of your smartphone… very easily.
It will rapidly become a mandatory tool for you :
- Photos for shade taking
- Every day communication with the lab
- Communication with the patients
- Short video clips
- Patients’ documentation
- Artistic pictures

MDP2 with central LEDs
at full power, lateral LEDs off.

EASY TO USE

MDP2 with lateral LEDs
at full power, central LEDs off.

MDP2 with lateral LEDs at
full power + diffuser, central
LEDs off.

MDP2 with central LEDs
at full power + polarizing filter,
lateral LEDs off.

All pictures taken with Flexipalette black contrastors and retractors..

ALL SMARTPHONES
COMPATIBLITY
REMOVABLE
HANDLE

LEDS LIGHTING
TECHNOLOGY
FROM
55 TO 85MM
WIDTH

DAYLIGHT LEDs

4 LEVELS
OF ILLUMINATION
RECHARGEABLE
VIA USB-C

Smile Lite MDP2 can be considered as a « mini photo studio ».
It is equipped with three groups of LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes) : each
group can be lit up individually. A dimmer function gives you the
possibility to set four different levels of illumination.

MAGNETIC
ATTACHEMENT

The back of Smile Lite MDP2 is equipped with a universal adapter that is
adjustable and fits any smartphone which width is between 55-85mm.

FEATHERLIGHT

